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Building the Appian Way
Late in the fourth century B. C., Appius Claudius
began a campaign for a road which would con-
nect Rome with its southern provinces at Brindisi.
The Roman Senate for a time balked at the great
expense. Finally, Appius Claudius agreed to de-
fray part of it from his own vast fortune.
Grading and digging stone for the road bed and
pavement of this famous highway begun in 312
B. C. was a long, laborious task, which required
thousands of soldiers and slaves.
The digging had to be done by hand. To obtain•
paving stones, slaves cut channels in the basalt
to the required depth around the block, and then
pried it out with iron bars. The smaller stones
for ballast were chopped out with picks and
hammers.
Allentown, Pa. Chicago, Ill. Hazleton, Pa.
Birmingham, Ala. Denver, Colo. Huntington,W. Va.
Buffalo, N. Y. Duluth, Minn. Joplin, Mo.
Chattanooga, Tenn. Los Angles, Calif.
Appius Claudius cared little for time and labor.
The cost of his methods would be prohibitive to
the modern contractor, quarryman, or mine oper-
ator. Today, even dynamite, the great labor saver
of this age, which has made possible a highway to
the summit of Pikes Peak, has to be scientifically
selected.
For work on which it is suited, Hercules Special
No. 1 reduces blasting costs. It contains one-third
more cartridges per case than 40% dynamite
which it usually replaces, cartridge for cartridge,
at a saving of about twenty-five percent. Hercules
Special No. 1 contains nothing but the highest
grade of standard materials and has thoroughly
proved its dependability.
Write to our advertising department, 939 King
Street, Wilmington, Delaware, for a booklet on
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Last Year's Suit Cleaned
Like New
Before you decide to buy a new suit it will pay you to investi-
gate our cleaning service. Last year's suit can be made suitable
for another season's wear by our careful and thorough cleaning
process, and the cost of this service is only a fraction of the cost
of new clothing.
Just telephone for our driver to call
POWERS
Everybody's Cleaner
9 So. 7th STREET 133' & CRAWFORD WABASH 1918 - 7241 - 437
,
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THE NEW ELECTRICAL KNGINEERING
LABORATORY
By F. M. STONE, '20
Few students outside of the present Seniors in
Electrical Engineering realize, I believe, what a
very completely equipped Electrically Einginer-
ing Laboratory the Institute now has because,
while they have undoubtedly noticed the new ap-
paratus, their impressions have been based upon
quantity rather than adaptability.
In such a school as Rose excessive duplication of
apparatus is unnecessary because of the small
number of students handled in a single class.
The Electrical Engineering Laboratory may,
therefore, seem, at first sight, to be rather
meagerly equipped if the fact that first there is
no duplication of apparatus and, second, that the
apparatus has been selected so as to perform the
maximum number of operations in conjunction
with other machines in the laboratory is lost
sight of.
Too much credit canont be given to Professor
Knipmeyer for the careful planning of the lab-
oratory. It is due to his efforts that we now
have many machines which we could not have
otherwise obtained.
All Kinds of Motors
As an example of the completeness of the equip-
ment in the laboratory, there is every type of
electric motor manufactured represented in the
two- and three-horsepower sizes in the laboratory.
These small motors are of alternating current and
direct current types and are mounted on tables
with their starting equipment and rope brakes,
each table comprising a complete unit. The con-
nections are not permanently made so that the
students have to completely wire the motor before
beginning an experiment.
This work is facilitated by the "socket and
jumper" method of connection employed through-
out the laboratory. Two of the motors which
have attracted considerable attention are a three
phase, variable speed induction motor and a direct
current, variable speed motor, equipped with an
automatic start and dynamic brake. The induc-
tion motor is equipped with a controller which
alters the number of poles on the stator winding,
giving four definite speeds ahead and reverse.
The direct current motor is adapted to machine
tool drive and has a large range in speed. It is
interesting to watch the operation of the brake
in bringing the motor to a stop from the highest
speed in a few seconds. Besides these two- and
three-horsepower motors, there is a complete
line of quarter horsepower motors in both alter-
nating and direct current types.
The new machines of the larger size which have
been placed in the laboratory are a 250-volt,
25-k. w., three-wire, D. C. motor generator set,
and swithchboard ; a 15-k. v. a., synchronous con-
vertor with switchboard and transformers; a
250-volt, 10-k. w., D. C. synchronous motor-
generator set with switch board and starting
equipment for the motor.
This latter set is one of the most useful pieces
of equipment in the laboratory. The motor is
furnished with three rotors and controlling equip-
ment necessary to make the set into three dif-
ferent types of motor generating sets—the syn-
chronous, the squirrel cage induction, and the
wound rotor induction motor type. It is only a
matter of a few minutes work to take out the
rotor of the motor and replace it with a rotor of
a different type.
Perhaps the most interesting of the larger
machines is the sine-wave motor-generator set.
This set consists of a direct current motor driving
two alternators which give pure sine waves un-
der all conditionsof loading. The three machines
are mounted on a common bed plate and are
direct connected. The starter winding of one of
the alternators is mounted so that it may be ro-
tated with respect to the stator of the other, and
any phase relation between the e. m. f.'s of the
two alternators may be obtained.
One alternator is of low-voltage, high-current
capacity and the other of high-voltage but low-
current capacity. This machine in conjunction
with the oscillograph purchased a few weeks ago
forms a very valuable combination for research
work.
An Epstein "iron tester," to be used in deter-
mining the characteristics of magnetic materials
has been aded to the equipment and will be used
in conjunction with the sine wave alternators.
High Voltage Transformers
A complete set of transformers of 5-k. v. a.
capacity and of low voltage, with special taps,
is mounted in a carriage so that they may be
readily moved to any part of the laboratory. These
transformers are so connected that all types of
transformers, connection and phase transforma-
tions may be obtained. A 30,000-volt oil testing
set, mounted on castors, and a 50,000-volt, 5 k.
v. a. transformer also mounted on castors are a
part of the high voltage equipment. Both of
these transformers are equipped with induction
regulators and voltmeter coils.
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A 100,000-volt, 10- k, v. a. transformer with a
separate induction regulator completes the trans-
former equipment. This transformer can be used
with the 50,000-volt transformer so that 150,000
volts to the ground may be obtained in the lab-
oratory.
A 100,000-volt, 10-milliampere kenotron or
rectifier to be used with the large transformer
makes it possible to obtain high voltage direct
current in the laboratory for research work.
Tungar Rectifier
To the rectifier equipment must be added the
mercury arc rectifier and the control panel and
the "Tungar" rectifier. The latter is used to
charge the Delco light plant better in the labora-
tory so that it will not be necessary to run the
engine generator. The former is to be used for
experimental purposes and to charge the 110-volt
storage battery when it is obtained.
Electric Railway Machinery
A unique part of the equipment is the "street
car set" which consists of two 5- h. p., 230-volt
crane motors mounted on the same base and
coupled through a flexible coupling. A complete
street car control is furnished with the motor so
that the operation of street car motors may be
imitated and studied. The motors are so ar-
ranged that they may be operated separately or
together.
Instruments Also Secured
All of the apparatus described above was furn-
ished by the General Electric Company and a
complete line of measuring instruments was ob-
tained from the same company. The measuring
instruments include, besides the voltmeters, am-
meters, wattmeters, etc., current transformers,
synchroscope, a rotating standard for watt-hour
meter calibration and the oscillograph.
Two motors built by the Century Electric Com-
pany have been recently added, a single phase,
repulsion start, 5-h. p. induction motor and a
three phase, automatic start, 5-h. p. 220-volt
motor. These motors are a valuable addition to
the laboratory as they represent different types
of motor than any already here.
All of the larger machines are mounted on
separate concrete piers which extend through the
wooden floor of the laboratory. It is surprising
what little noise there is from the machines in
the laboratory even when everything in running.
The line shaft and its driving motor which was
formerly a source of much noise has finally been
conquered by the same means.
Students Co-operate
The co-operation of this year's and last year's
Senior classes has been a source of much grati-
fication to the department. These men have in-
stalled practically all of the equipment in the
laboratory, sacrificing their time to the work,
and have done much in speeding up the completion
of the laboratory. As a result Rose now has an
Electrical Engineering Laboratory in keeping
with the reputation of the school.
In the above description I have not mentioned
the apparatus which has been added in the past
few years but only that which came to us with
the new building. A few of the things which have
been added are an arc welding motor-generator
set and a constant-current transformer built by
the Westinghouse company, and a 125-volt, 10-k.
w., A. C.-D. C. motor-generator by the G. E. com-
pany which is used as a direct current supply.
Terminals Easily Accessible
In the layout of the laboratory, care has been
taken to obtain the best combination of simplicity
and convenience. There are three terminal boards
along the center line of the laboratory which are
connected to busses run concealed under the floor.
These terminal boards are equipped with sockets
for the connections and the various motor-gener-
ator sets are connected to the busses. On these
terminal boards, there is single-phase, 110-volt
supply, three-phase, 220-volt supply, and three
auxiliary busses on one side; 110-volt D. C., 125-
volt D. C., three-wire and three-auxiliary busses
on another side, and 32-volt storage battery, 110-
volt storage battery and three-auxiliary busses
on the third side. These boards are so spaced
that the maximum length of jumper need not
exceed twenty feet.
RADIOACTIVITY AND IRON STRUCTURE
Remarkable photographs of high speed col-
lisions of the nuclei of atoms obtained by the use
of moving picture machine have been developed by
Dr. William Harkins of Chicago University. A
new discovery by use of the photos was that the
helium nucleus, used as a projectile, rebounds in
a backward direction while the nucleus of the
nitrogen atom which is hit is projected forward;
both at speeds of several thousand miles per
second.
Dr. Harkins discussed the general subject of
"Isotopes, and the Building and Disintegration of
Atom." He traced the development of the atomic
theory from its purely speculative beginning in
the minds of the ancient philosophers to its pres-
ent status as an experimentally demonstrated
fact. Evidence was shown that each individual
atom is a very complex body which may be lik-
ened to a minute solar system whose constituent
parts may attain a velocity of many thousand
miles per second.
In describing the discovery of radioactivity and
of radium, he showed how these discoveries have
enabled scientists to draw an accurate picture of
the atom with its central "sine" or positively
charged nucleus and its attendant "planets," or
charges of negative electricity, called electrons.
The fact that many substances such as lead and
chlorine, which were formerly considered element-
ary and now known to be mixtures of substances
which resemble on another closely, were shown to
have an important bearing on the subject of the
constitution of the atom. The separation of these
almost identical substances, called isotopes, was
described. Dr. Harkins further developed the
theory that the complex atoms are built largely
from atoms of helium, which may be regarded as
the atomic building blocks, capable of being as-
sembled into various structures.
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CONSTANT HORSE POWER ROLLING
MILL DRIVES
By R. B. BENNETT, '23
During the past ten years, the industry which
has realized perhaps more than any other the
greater advantages of electrical machinery over
the steam driven machinery, has been the steel
industriy.
The steam engine is being used now, and was
used almost exclusively previous to this decade,
as the prime mover for rolling mills. We now
face the fact that there is a much better method
of driving mills.
The electric motor makes is possible to drive
mills much more efficiently than was ever possible
with the steam engine. The latter has performed
its work wonderfully but is is inevitable that,
where highest operating efficiency is desired, the
electric drive will supersede the steam drive.
It is well known that any steam engine has a
very low efficiency. This is especially true of
rolling mill engines, due to the conditions under
which they are operated, the inherent lack of care
which they receive, and the great length of time
which they must run without a shutdown. An-
other great disadvantage is the amount of space
required to accomodate the engine.
These disadvantages are practically eliminated
by the electric motor. The efficiency of a motor
is very high, and if proper consideration in de-
sign is given for heating, a motor will run almost
indefinitely at the same efficiency.
There is much less possibility of mechanical
failure in the motor than in the engine. The
motor and its control occupy considerably less
floor space than an engine which is built to de-
liver the same amount of power. One of the out-
standing features of the electric drive is the ease
with which it is controlled.
In this country there are many types of electri-
cal drives for rolling mills, depending on the type
of mill, whether reversing or continuous.
The majority of reverting mills which employ
electric drives utilize direct current. This type
of mill must be started in one direction, stopped,
and the direction of rotation then reversed in very
short time intervals. It is evident that some type
of drive must be used which may be easily and
quickly controlled. The types employing direct
current are used almost exclusively on reversing
mills, as direct current is much more flexible than
alternating, in as far as ease of control is con-
cerned.
There is a tendency on the other hand to use
alternating current motors on continuous mills.
Where the torque is supplied continually in one
direction, an induction motor is very adaptable.
Since an induction motor is very much simpler
in construction than a direct current motor, it is
of course, preferable if it will satisfy load con-
ditions.
A system involving the induction motor as a
prime mover has been developed which enables
the motor to draw a certain amount of power
from the supply lines, with a widely-varying load.
As an induction motor is loaded, it slows down,
and currents flow in the rotor proportional to the
slip. These currents produce a rotor copper loss
which is dissipated entirely as heat. This system,
spoken of previously, makes it possible to take
the energy which is dissipated as heat in the
rotor, and apply it directly to the shaft of the
main motor; or it may be used to drive a motor-
generator set which returns this energy to supply
lines, thereby taking only a certain definite
amount of power from the source of supply.
There are two systems which accomplish this
purpose, the Scherbius and the Kramer systems.
The following paragraphs will be devoted to an
explanation, in detail, of the Kramer system, as
given by Mr. F. R. Burt of the general engineer-
ing department of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.
An induction motor exerts torque by virtue of
the interaction of the current flowing in the
secondary, and the flux set up by the magnetizing
current in the primary. In a given motor, the
flux remains constant, and it is, therefore, evi-
dent that an increase or decrease in the rotor
current will increase or decrease the torque ex-
erted by the motor on the shaft.
Due to the slip which is present in any in-
duction motor, the flux set up by the primary
travels faster than the conductors imbedded in
the rotor, hence there is a cutting of the conduc-
tors by the flux with the result that a voltage
is generated in the former. It is this voltage,
generated by and proportional to the slip, which
drives through the windings the current which,
interacting with the flux set up by the primary,
produces torque at the motor shaft. It follows
directly that the torque exerted is proportional
to the generated voltage available for forcing
current through the windings.
The motor torque is opposed by the torque of
the driven load. If for any reason, the former
becomes less than the latter, the motor cannot
pull the load, and slows down. If the former ex-
ceeds the latter, part of the torque becomes avail-
able for acceleration and the motor speeds up.
As explained above, when the motor speeds up
or decreases its slip, its torque decreases, and
when it slows down or increases its slip, its tor-
que increases. Hence at any load within it4
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capacity, the motor inherently seeks the speed
corresponding to the torque which it is called upon
to exert.
The torque which the motor is capable of ex-
erting at a given speed can be changed, by mak-
ing more or less of the generated secondary volts
available for sending current through the wind-
ings. Thus, a resistance in the secondary circuit
makes less voltage available by an amount equal
to the IR drop across the resistance. The motor
must then slow down and increase its generated
voltage so that the difference between it and the
IR drop is again sufficient to circulate the re-
quired current. Any speed desired at a given
load can be obtained in the above manner, but
the disadvantage of this method of speed adjust-
ment is that the secondary current and, therefore,
the IR drop changes constantly as the load varies.
Hence, the speed of the motor varies widely with
load.
The power required to send current through the
resistance is dissipated as heat, and lost, which is
a further disadvantage. The voltage available
in the secondary circuit can also be changed by
impressing a voltage on the slip rings from an
outside source. If this voltage opposes that of
the rotor, the motor slows down. If it is in the
same direction, the motor rises in speed.
However, the system must be such that the
voltage impressed is always of the same frequency
as that generated, for otherwise the two voltages
would not be in phase, and large circulating cur-
rents would flow. This is accomplished by tying
the two sources of power together either electri-
cally or mechanically, or by using a type of ma-
chine which can adapt its frequency to that gen-
erated in the rotor. In addition, each machine of
the set must be so designed that its speed, voltage
and frequency are in the correct relation with the
speed, voltage and frequency of the machine ad-
jacent to it at all times.
While accomplishing the above objects, it is also
possible to retrieve that part of the power which
passes through the main induction motor with-
out being utilized when operating at reduced
speeds.
The Kramer system can be arranged either to
feed this retrieved power back in the shaft of
the main drive, or to feed it back into the power
line. The set consists essentially of a main in-
duction motor, a rotary converter and a D. C.
motor. This D. C. motor may be either mounted
on the same shaft as the main induction motor,
or it may drive an induction or synchronous gen-
erator which feeds back into the line. In either
case, the slip rings of the main motor are con-
nected to the slip rings of the rotary converter
and the D. C. end of the rotary is connected to
the D. C. motor.
The manner of starting and speed adjustment
of the two systems are similar. The main motor
is first started, the same as an ordinary induction
motor, the secondary being connected to the start-
ing risistance. After the motor has accelerated
to full speed, if it is desired to operate, regulating,
the secondary is transferred from the starting
resistance to the rotary converter slip rings. At
this time, the rotary converter has full field, the
D. C. motor no field, and in case of the second
system, the M. G. set has been started and is
running from the A. C. end. Since there is prac-
tically no voltage being generated in the second-
ary circuit by either the D. C. motor or the in-
duction motor, the latter operates at full speed
with the slip rings practically short-circuited
through the windings of the rotary and D. C.
motor.
If, however, a field is put on the D. C. motor,
a voltage is generated which is carried back
trough the rotary and impressed on the second-
ary of the main motor. This voltage opposes that
being generated in the rotor and the main motor,
therefore, slows down until the excess of gener-
ated, over-impressed voltage is again of the prop-
er amount. When this condition is established,
the main motor will be feeding part of the power
it has taken from the line out through the slip
rings, through the rotary and D. C. motor, and
either back into the shaft or through the A. C.
generator into the line. The percentage of power
thus transferred is proportional to the percent
slip or speed reduction of the main motor.
Any speed within the specified range can be
obtained by adjusting the field rheostat. As-
sume a 1200-h. p., 12-pole, 60-cycle, induction
motor, the speed of which is to be reduced 30%.
The locked, six-phase secondary volts are 900.
The horsepower transferred will then be 30% of
1200, or 360. The secondary volts, which are pro-
portional to the slip, will be 30% of 900, or 270.
The rotary D. C. voltage will be 270 1.71=380,
since this is a six-phase machine. The frequency
on the slip rings of the A. C. motor and rotary will
be 30% of 60, or 18 cycles. The rating of the
rotary will therefore be:
0 to 269 k. w.
0 to 380 volts
0 to 18 cycles
The rating of the D. C. motor will be:
0 to 860 h. p.
0 to 380 volts
590 to 420 r. p. m.
This is for a set feeding power back on the
main shaft. In a set designed to feed back into
the line, the D. C. motor would be rated at con-
stant speed, and the A. C. generator would be
rated accordingly.
It should be noted that while the kilowatts
transferred through the rotary converter increase
with the amount of speed reduction, the voltage
varies in the same proportion, so that at any speed
reduction, with the same load on the main motor,
the current in the secondary circuit is constant
That is, the amount of speed reduction has noth-
ing whatever to do with the current in the sec-
ondary circuit or with the current rating of the
rotary.
In the problem above, a 500-k. w., 600-volt,
25-cycle rotary, which has a current rating of
835 amperes, is used, and it would be necessary
to use the same machine whether the speed re-
duction were 107, or 15%. The size of the D. C.
machine is, of course, governed by the amount
of speed reduction. As stated before, the torque
(Continued on page 18)




Quartz plates properly cut from quartz crystal
liberate an electric charge when subjected to
pressure. In order to measure the pressure de-
veloped in a gun during firing, a stack of these
plates are placed in a small steel container in the
form of a plug which is screwed into the breach
block.
The charge which is liberated when the gun is
fired passes through a special type of galvano-
meter and the galvanometer movements are photo-
graphed on a rapidly-moving film. By means of
the trace on the film, it is possible to determine
the pressure at any time during the explosion, also
the rate of combustion of the powder, the velocity
the projectile would have if there were no friction,
etc.
The device can also be used for measuring the
impact or "force of blow" struck by hammers,
baseballs, boxing experts, rifle bullets, automo-
bile bumpers, clock and watch escapements, etc.
—Tech. Engrg. News
Sound Photography has taken a great step in
advance with the invention of the Pallophoto-
phone. This instrument, which records the hu-
man voice, music, and other sounds by photo-
graphy, was demonstrated at a recent meeting of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers at
the Engineering Society Building, 29 West 39th
Street, New York City.
During the meeting, the record of a violin which
was played, was reproduced on the Pallophoto-
phone, showing with what distinctness the instru-
ment was capable of reproducing the sounds of




The well-known impermeability of rubber to
air and gases is remedied in cases where perme-
ability is desired by incorporating with the plastic
material a filler holding a liquid or gaseous pore-
producing agent. The sheet that is made with the
mixture is set in a pliable permeable condition.
The sheet is preferably made or applied to a fabric
background. For example, 100 parts of pale crepe
rubber, 10 parts of zinc oxide, 4 parts of paratolui-
dine, 2 parts of sulphur, 4 parts of "dibutyldix-
anthic disulphide" are mixed together with
enough solvent naphtha to make a pasty mass.
Then 100 parts of cotton fibre saturated with
water are mixed with this composition. The mass
is then calendered on to a fabric which has been
previously thinly coated with rubber.
The sheet may be embossed and varnished, and
then is heated to expell the water and thus form
pores. The vulcanization of the mixture takes
place at a temperature of 200 degrees Fahren-
heit. See British Patent No. 177,778.
—Rubber Aft*.
THE "HEAVISDION"
Professor V. Karapetoff of the Department of
Electrical Engineering of Cornell University, pre-
sented a paper on the A. I. E. E., New York, N.
Y., February 14-17, 1923. This paper appears
in the January issue of the A. I. E. E. Journal.
The paper describes the kinematic computing de-
vice which can be set to represent vectorially the
voltage and the current at any point of a long
transmission line with uniformly distributed prop-
erties and wit ha given load. The device has been
named after Oliver Heaviside who was among the
first to establish and to solve the fundamental
differential equations of such a line. The parts
of the device are made to assume at will different
positions on the line. The constants of a line to
be represented by the device are adjustable at
will, and a complete set of performance curves of
a given transmission line can be obtained. Con-
versely, by a few simple trials, the best constants
of a line and the necessary kv-a, of a synchronous
condenser may be found, to give the required per-
formance characteristics. The current, the volt-
age, and the power factor (or the phase angle)
can be read off directly for any desired point of
the line, including the generator and the load end.
Results of computations are shown for two
transmission lines, 1000 and 300 miles long, values
having been obtained in the usual tedious way by
means of hyperbolic functions of a complex vari-
able, and also read off directly on the Heavisidion.
The agreement is as good as could be desired,
showing that the device is reliable and that a
considerable saving in time is possible with it.
The device consists mainly of steel and celluloid
bars, proportional dividers, parallel double tongs,
and other simple kinematic linkages. Two sharp-
satisfy the familiar exponential vectorial expres-
sions for the sinusoidal voltage and the current,
edged wheels are used, similar to those used in
plainmeters. The parts are so combined as to
the independent variable being the distance from
one of the ends of the line.
—Sibley Journal.
Dr. Wilder Bancroft, Professor of Physical
Chemistry at Cornell, has invented a method to
produce rain and dispell clouds and fogs by spray-
ing electrically charged sand over the top of the
fog or cloud bank from an aeroplane. The method
has been tried out by the military authorities with
astonishingly successful results. It is said that
by this method one plane with 1/2 tons of sand
could clear up a fog over the entire city of London
in 35 minutes. The army and navy are interested
from the standpoint of harbor clearance, cutting
a path through fog for a fleet of ships, discovering
hidden enemy ships, etc.
—Princeton News-Letter.
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Radio broadcasting has been handicapped in
having poor methods of sound detection. The
average carbon grain microphone is well suited to
ordinary talking, where the voice is directed di-
rectly into the transmitter, but is not efficient
when used to pick up sounds of a speaker or an
orchestra due to the resonant period of the trans-
mitter, and overtone produced in loaded diaphram
operation. The transmitter should be well
damped to reproduce complex waves exactly, and
the intensity produced should be constant at all
ordinary frequencies. There must be no resonant
frequency for the transmitter to respond to.
According to these requirements, the condenser
microphone was designed, but after several
months it was found that the insulation resist-
ance could not be maintained high and constant.
With these facts in mind, Philip Thomas, of
the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg, Co. developed
a low-current high-voltage direct current glow
discharge between two points in air, similar to
that produced under reduced pressure. The glow
discharge is maintained by a pressure of 200 to
300 volts at 20 Mils. With the voice currents are
impressed, the variation of the pressure on the
glow discharge produces an alternating current
of a corresponding frequency which may be ampli-
fied and directed to the transmitter circuit. This
type of microphone was tried, and improvements
were made. Units of this type have been used at
KDKA for several months, and are proving satis-
factory.
— Journal, A. I. E. E.
Investigations by the Bureau of Standards,
covering a number of years, as to the availability
of domestic bond clays and domestic graphites for
crucible making has shown that some American
graphites and bond clays are, when properly pre-
pared, equal or superior to foreign materials, for
crucibles, both in brass-making and steel melting.
The American Boiler Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, in conjunction with the Stoker Manufactur-
ers' Association, has adopted the following com-
mercial classification of water-tube boilers, with
respect to design and construction:
1. Horizontal water tube.
2. Inclined water tube with horizontal mud
drum.
3. Inclined water tube with vertical mud
drum.
4. Vertical water tube with horizontal mud
drum.
5. Vertical water tube with vertical mud
drum.
—Power.
Proposal is made for the construction of 1300
miles of electrified railway from Colorado to
California and a port in Old Mexico, in a petition
recently submitted to the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The alleged purpose of the railway
is to open up the southwest commercially, and to
furnish a cheap means of transporting Colorado
coal and iron to the Atlantic seaboard.
Tests conducted in Munich on the conductivity
of solid and hollow brick walls, reveals the fact
hollow brick walls permit 25 percent less heat to
pass through them than do solid brick walls.
The Precision Instrument company has' placed
on the market a new carbon dioxide recorder.
This recorder will embody all the good features
of the present recorder, but is an innovation in
that it will remove carbon dioxide recorders from
the present laboratory types to the boiler room
equipment. The salient features of this recorder
are: constant-speed drive; direct drive, no belts;
positive in action; elimination of water or steam
troubles; no glass parts; simplicity of design and
operation; accurate results; powerful enough to
overcome any boiler suction.
Much attention has been devoted recently to
systems of "artificial daylight," that is, devices
enabling the light from an artificial luminant to
be so corrected that the resultant light closely
resembles daylight. The most accurate method is
that of Priest, which consists in passing the
radiation from a gas-filled tungsten lamp through
a pair of Nicol prisms between which is inserted
a crystalline quartz plate, 0.5 mm., with surfaces
perpendicular to the optical axis of the crystal.
The resultant energy distribution is stated to
. agree very closely with average noon sunlight.
The present year is noteworthy as being the
forty-first anniversary of Edison's discovery of
the electric incandescent light. Remarkable prog-
ress has been made in electric lighting during the
period 1882-1923. It is not generally recognized
that whereas the cost of most common com-
modities is much higher than it was 40 years
ago, the price of light is far less. At the present
time, notwithstanding the increase in the cost
of electricity during recent years, it is reckoned
that light costs only about one-eleventh as much
as in 1885.
The firefly has long been quoted as the most
familiar instance of a "cold light," in which only
luminous rays and practically no heat energy
are emitted, and it is conjectured that its lum-
inous efficiency is very high. Recent experiments
have shown the brightness of a firefly to be about
.0144 lumens per sq. in. This is very low com-
pared with artificial luminants—low even com-
pared to the brightness of a typical sky. But it
has been shown that if a ceiling of a room could
be given a brightness equal to that of a firefly,
we should obtain an illumination quite sufficient
for most practical purposes. If, therefore, chem-
ists could produce synthetically a substance glow-
ing with the same brightness as a firefly, it would
have useful applications.
The committe on Industrial Ideals, of which
Professor Joseph W. Roe, head of the Department
of Industrial Engineering at New York University
is chairman, has submitted its report to the Fed-
erated American Engineering Societies. The re-
port carries out the idea expressed by Edwin Lud-
low, past president of the American Industry of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, that "this is
an engineer's country but a lawyer's government"
and says that the colleges are "urged to point
engineers toward leadership in public affairs."
r—Prineeton News-Leiter.
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Pretty soft for the Frosh, we say. When we
were in their lowly position, we had to clean the
cosmoline off the issued rifles ourselves. This
year, there's another sergeant and he had the
R. 0. T. C. Springfields shined up and ready to
fire—all but half an hour's work.
Carelessness on the part of the fireman dam-
aged the Institute power plant severely enough
to necessitate a two-week's shutdown to repair the
engine. The water was allowed to rise too high
in the Stirling water tube boilers, and water
sucked over by the engine while running at nearly
top speed bent the piston rod badly, as well as
thrusting the main axle out of line.
"Money, money everywhere—and not a sou
marquee in his pocket"—this is the wail of every
Senior as his term of confinement at the Institute
nears an end. The last thing was the Senior
banquet. The one before that was Commence-
ment invitations. Next comes the Junior Prom,
the Senior Dance, and then Diploma fee. Ouch!
If we had a mining course here, the Senior Miners
wouldn't be other than at east—they'd be used
to digging!
"Big Check" Weinhardt, pride of the Senior
Electricks, wanted to know what the power factor
of the direct current generator in M. E. lab was—
so he asked Prof. Wagner. Entire responsibility
for this incident is not Check's however, as it
was Leisey's insatiable curiosity and complete
ignorance of things electric that prompted Check
to investigate the problem. He declined to make
any statement at the time, though he is known
to have branded the story as "imageries of a
demented mind."
The daily illustrated lectures on histology, per-
taining especially to the genus "fly," which have
been given by the Junior Civils, have been dis-
continued on account of the issuance of an in-
junction by Judge Oliver Neukom. Suit was filed
for an injunction before Judge Neukom of the
Kangaroo court by Richard I. Graul on behalf of
the Junior Electricals, who objected to the il-
lustrated bulletins as an infringement on a patent
granted their corporation to eradicate flies by
electrical precipitation. The petition alleged that
"inasmuch as the defendants do not wish to be
exposed in their petty graft, disposition of the
court is sought to prevent our corporation, Elec-
trical Agitators, Inc., from exploitation by un-
scrupulous civils."
Proof that the school library need not be a
dustridden "home for antique literature" is given
by the unprovoked industry of Professors Faurot
and McIntire in thoroughly vacuum-cleaning the
books and bookshelves of the Institute Library.
This work has continued over a period of more
than six months, and the Library is now a tenant-
able place for studying, reading and reference.
Nitrobenzene fumes, residual in the laboratory
atmosphere from a distillation of the product
from the day before, were the cause of a series of
minor explosions in the Chem. Lab., according to
Prof. A. Thurston Child, in an interview with a
TECHNIC reporter last week. Prof. Child nar-
rowly escaped serious injury when fumes of nitro-
benzene ignited in a coal crusher, which was in
operation, near which the professor was standing.
"I wont have to shave for a week, now," com-
mented the professor on his close shave. It is
rumored that strong suspicion was had of Rusty
Snyder and Errol Fox of circulating the noxious
fumes, but upon investigation both suspects were
exonerated. It is said that a Senior Chemist con-
fessed to having placed a blank cartridge in the
coal crusher.
SENIOR CIVILS TAKE WEEK'S INSPECTION
TRIP TO LOUISVILLE
The Senior Civils will leave May 18 or 19 for
Louisville, where Sunday, Monday and Tuesday
they will conduct a test on the bridge of the C.
C. C. & St. L. railroad across the Ohio river at that
point. Prof. McCormick will be in charge of the
trip. J. B. Hunley, engineer of bridges for the
Big Four, has arranged to have a train of loaded
coal cars "spotted" on the bridge while the Senior
Civils, using a Berry strain gauge, measure the
stretch and compression in the members of the
bridge, from which they will compute the strain
in those members. The bridge test will be fol-
low by an inspection trip around Louisville proper,
covering engineering feats of the city, under
the auspices of the Louisville Rose Tech Club.
Plans are being laid by the Senior Chemists to
take a three- or four-day trip of inspection to
Chicago, with a view to visiting plants of repre-
sentative chemical industries there. Decision to
make the trip has not been reached by either
the department or the students, but if the trip
is made, the assistance of the Chicago Tech Club
will be sought in arranging for permission to visit
different plants and in planning an itinerary.
They tell me that lad was driven to his grave.
Did you expect him to walk?
Did you ever see a triangle wiht four sides?
'Smatter, you crazy?
Naw, ain't they got three sides and in inside?
All right, all right; but did you ever see a man
with three hands?
Shoot!
A right hand, a left hand, and a little behind
hand.
—Rensselaer Polytechnic.
The sap is rising
In the trees,
It's time to don
The bevedeze.




The Rose diamond artists have started the
present baseball campaign with not a great
amount of success. The difficulty, without doubt,
lies in the fact that the Engineers have had no
field in which to practice. This condition must
be borne in mind when the scores of the games
played are considered, for the Engineers have
done about all that could be expected of them un-
der the existing circumstances.
Rose has a good fielding aggregation, as was
evidenced in the few games already played. Staggs
is an excellent moundman as well as a good fielder.
He should get his batting eye before long. Fox
is the other half of the pitching staff. He has
speed and a good curve ball. Fox alternates with
Staggs, each playing right field while the other is
sneaking them over the rubber. As a whole, the
Rosemen are noticeably weak with the bat; Dowen,
Boyd, and Brettell being the only probable
exceptions.
Brown, a member of last year's organization,
is playing the first sack in neat style. He is hit-
ting better than he did last season.
Brettell, who has seen previous service with the
Rosemen, is making a good showing at shortstop.
Brettell played third, year before last. He made
an enviable reputation then, and he is living up to
it this year.
Bill Dowen, always a good hitter, is picking
them out of the dirt at third base. He has tried
a number of positions, but the "hot corner" will
claim him for the remainder of the season.
The outfield holds a trio of new performers in
Bohannon, Campbell and Fox. These men are
playing left, center and right fields respectively.
All are giving good fielding exhibitions, but are
weak at bat. Lambert and Mayrose are very de-
pendable utility men.
The initial battle of the year for the Engineers
was with Purdue at Lafayette. It was a setback
for Rose, the Boilermakers winning by a 11 to 2
score. The result is not surprising, however, when
it is remembered that Poly had but one day's prac-
tice previous to the fray. Dowen, who got two
hits, was the only Engineer to get more than one
bingle. As might be expected in an early season
game, the play of both nines was very ragged.
The second tilt on the Rose schedule was with
Wabash at Crawfordsville. The Engineers, show-
ing improvement in this tussle, held the "Little
Giants" to a 4 to 1 count. Goldsberry, pitching
for the Wabash crew, was too much for the Rose
batsmen, however, and the Poly gang suffered 20
strike-outs at his hands. Wyatt of Wabash en-
joyed a hitting spree, getting two singles, a double
and a four-base knock in as many times at bat.
Weather conditions were not favorable to fast
play.
Merom college, after losing to State Normal
the week before by a 25 to 0 score, turned right
around and downed Rose by a 7 to 5 count. Some-
thing wrong in that game. There is some con-
solation, though, in the fact that the Engineers
have a return battle with Merom.
The track men are rounding into fair shape for
the coming meets. They are greatly handicapped,
however, by the lack of a decent cinder path; they
really have no track at all. Conditions are more
favorable for a cross country team than for any-
thing else.
Sevedge is coming along nicely in the pole vault.
This boy will hold his own nicely with any of them.
Stallard and Mayrose should do creditable work
in the 440-yard event, the short dashes and the
high hurdles. Schoonover, although getting a
little practice, may be relied upon to place in the
high jump, the high hurdles and the discus throw.
Griffith and Withrow have been training faith-
fully for the distance runs. The former should
place in both the mile and the two-mile runs.
The Rose tennis squad comprised of Vander-
kloot, Reed, Bair, Rippetoe and Wilson, is expected
to do some good work this year on the courts. A
team will probably be sent to the state meet. Out-
side of the one with Normal, no dual matches have
been carded, but it is more than likely that De-
Pauw will be booked for an encounter in the near
future.
HERE AND THERE
Goldsberry, Wabash pitcher, had a big day when
the "Little Giants" encountered Rose at Craw-
fordsville. The scarlet moundman whiffed 20
Poly batters and allowed only three clean hits.
Mean twirling!
Its just about time for the chemists to hurl their
annual challenge at the electrical baseball outfit.
These yearly tilts require the services of a skilled
umpire, so get your bid in early.
Now that warm weather is assured us, we might
put the lake to some good use, athletically speak-
ing. Any suggestions.
State Normal has quite a large track squad this
year. The teachers evidently are planning to get
revenge on Rose, for the drubbing given them last
spring by the Engineers. Normal has some good
cinder men in its squad and it behooves Millen's
band to pump up a little if success is to be our lot
in the coming meet.
For the man
beyond the campus
FVOURTEEN YEARS AGOJoseph French Johnson, who
was, and is, Dean of the School of
Commerce, Accounts and Finance
of New York University, found
himself faced with a problem to
which there was no satisfactory
answer.
He was constantly in receipt of
letters from business men, many
of them occupying places of execu-
tive responsibility. The letters
asked such questions as these:
"What books shall I read?"
"Can you lay out for me a course
in business economics?"
"How can I broaden my knowledge
of salesmanship, or accounting,
or factory management, adver-
tising or corporation finance?"
Those were pioneer days in the
teaching of Business. Dean John-
son, wanting to help, yet feeling
keenly the lack of suitable facili-
ties, conceived the plan of a faculty
including both college teachers and
business men, and a Course so
arranged that any man might fol-
low it effectively in his own home.
Thus began the Alexander Ham-
ilton Institute. Dean Johnson has
continued as its President; its Ad-
visory Council includes these men:
JOSEPH FRENCH JOHNSON, Dean of the New
York University School of Commerce:GEN-
ERAL COLEMAN DUPONT, the well-known
business executive; PERCY II. JOHNSTON,
President of the Chemical National Bank of
New York; DEXTER S. KIMBALL„ Dean of
the Engineering Colleges, Cornell Univer-
sity; JOHN HAYS HAMMOND, the eminent
engineer; FREDERICK 11.11 RDmAN,Certified
Public Accountant: JFr:.MIAH W. Jr.NKs,
the stptistician and econimist.
To young men of college age,
the Institute says: "Matriculate
at a college or university if you
possibly can; there is no substitute
for the teacher." To older men, the
universities and colleges, in turn,
are constantly recommending the
Modern Business Course of the
Institute.
It is a Course for the man beyond
the campus; the man who is already
in business and cannot leave, the
man who wants to supplement his
college education. If you are such
a man, may we send you, without
obligation, a copy of "Forging
Ahead in Business"? It tells
how Q00,000 men have profited
by a business training founded
upon university principles, and
conducted in accordance with uni-
versity ideals.
rrl HESE COLLEGES and univer-
sities, and 80 8thers, have
used parts of the Alexander
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Sullivan, '86, who has been consul at New-
castle, New South Wales, is now serving in the
same capacity at Cadiz, Spain.
Tippy, '92, has moved from Detroit to Ann
Arbor. His address is 1926 Norway Road.
Ker, '11, was a visitor at the Institute for a
day during the past month.
Weeks, '11, of Chicago has changed from527 Wabash Ave
 Armour & Co., to the U. S. Yards of Morris & Co.
TERRE HAUTE
SAVINGS BANK
Southwest Corner Sixth and Ohio Streets
4% Paid on Savings
ED. S. LAMMERS RONALD LAMMERS
IF IT IS PAINTS OR GLASS
WE HAVE IT
ED. S. LAMMERS CO.
13th and Wabash Phone 5124
On March 1st, Sullivan, '15, became a member
of the insurance firm of Gardener, Clarke and Co.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Bruning, '21, has been in the vicinity of Terre
Haute for the past two weeks in the interests of
the A. T. & T. Co. He is with the traffic depart-
ment, making surveys of disturbances due to
power transmission lines.
King, '20, was a visitor at the Institute April
24th.
Voelker, '11, has been transferred from Logans-
port, Ind., to master mechanic with the Pennsyl-
vania railroad at Terre Haute.
McCormick, '22, has returned to Hibbing, Minn.,
to work in the iron works as chemist. He was
formerly with the Commercial Solvents Corpora-
tion here.
Dedert, '22, was home for the week end, April
20th. He is with the Victor Chemical Company
at South Chicago.
The Bureau of the Census reports that the
sales of mechanical stokers in February this year
decreased by ten percent as compared with those
of January, with an accompanying decrease of
25 percent in the total horsepower of stokers sold.
A project recently undertaken by the Alabama
experiment station, U. S. D. A., contemplates the
determining of fundamental factors influencing
traction of wheel tractors. The purpose of the
experiments is to determine the lines of maximum,
minimum, and intermediate resistance in soil, and
lines of maximum, minimum, and intermediate
impulsive stress from tractor lugs, with a view
to making lines of maximum impulsive stress co-
incident to lines of maximum resistance in soil
as a basis for the development of the proper
material, shape, size, location, and inclination of
lug on tractor wheels to give the minimum per-
missible slip and the maximum impulsive traction
under worst agricultural soil conditions in the
State.
THE ROSE
"Engineering education is incomplete if it fails
to impress the student with the opportunity of
the engineer to render service to the public," says
A. A. Potter, Dean of Engineering, Purdue Uni-
versity. "The young engineer must realize that
he does not do his duty as a citizen and as a
member of a great profession if he confines all
of his interests to his specialty to the exclusion
of problems which affect the general welfare of
the public. The engineer must not limit his vision
to small things."
—Professional Engineer.
That some people still have faith in gas as a
means of producing heat is exemplified by the
Syracuse Lighting Co., which has installed a gas
heated boiler in the new building which they re-
cently opened. The furnaces will be watched very
carfully by officials of the company to determine
whether or not it is practical to heat homes and
offices by this method.
—Gas Age Record.
The cost of transporting materials by different
means is compared in the Journal of the Society
of Automotive Engineers. It states that $1 will
haul a ton of freight 9 miles by horse and wagon;
24 miles, over good roads, by motor truck; 185
miles by railroad; 230 miles by canal; and 3,000
miles by ship on the high seas.
—Machinery.
Dr. J. A. L. Waddell, reputed to be the most
prominent bridge engineer in the country, an
alumnus of Rensselaer Polytechnic, advises the
civil engineers of that school to go to foreign
countries for additional experience. Dr. Waddell
claims that China and Mexico offer brilliant op-
portunities for Engineers.
Four Lectures on Relativity and Space, is the
title of the latest publication on the Einstein
theory, written by Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz. The
book is commended especially to those wishing
an authoritative presentation of new theories on
relativity and space, expressed in as non-technical
a manner as possible.
Competition in "Man and Brain Power" grows
keener day by day. Therefore, if you would at-
tain the laurels of success, , be aggressive, fear
nothing, have confidence in yourself, know what
your competitor is doing and, above all, strive
to improve upon that which you are now doing.
No man should believe that the work he is doing
is being done in the best possible way. Nothing
is so perfect that it cannot be improved upon.
The man who does things a little better is the one
who succeeds.
Fear is a great disease which undermines the
initiative and ambition of man. Most men are
entirely too confident of their ability to fail. If
they were as confident of success, they would
surely succeed.
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BUY THE SELZ $6
SELLS FOR $6.00
BETTER SHOES for LESS Money
SHOES and OXFORDS
SPRING LINES NOW READY
CLATFELTER'S
826 WABASH NEAR NINTH
Suits for
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659' 2 Wabash Ave. Phone 4772
SENIORS SHOOT UP SCHOOL
(Continued from page 12)
Every '23 agreed with speakers who declared
that the class of 1923 was the consumation of
four years of the best comradeship ever enjoyed
by any class. "Dear Old Rose" featured the even-
ing's vocal entertainment, and to the mind of the
writer, it was never sung with a deeper sentiment
and real feeling than by the lusty-throated
Seniors.
The annual custom of shooting up the school by
the Seniors is usually celebrated at the end of
Senior finals and the beginning of thesis work,
but owing the the elimination of theses this year,
the time was taken as six weeks before Com-
mencement.
Needless to say, no Senior went to school the
next day.
CONSTANT HORSE POWER ROLLING
MILL DRIVES
(Continued from page 6)
exerted by an induction motor is proportional to
the current in the windings. Therefore, with the
same current, or in other words, with the same
temperature rise, an induction motor will exert
the same torque at any speed.
It can thus be seen that the system which re-
turns power back into the line is best adapted
for drives which require the same torque at dif-
ferent speeds. The system which returns power
on the main shaft, on the other hand, is adapted
to those drives which require the same horse-
power at all speeds, or in other words, increased
torques at lower speeds.
This increased torque capacity at low speeds
is made possible by the fact that the transferred
power is returned to the shaft where it is added
to that exerted directly by the induction motor.
A new rail car called the European Diesel-
electric car has recently brought about consider-
able discussion. This rail car has an overall
length of 70 ft. and weighs when empty 65 tons.
The power plant is a six-cylinder, four-stroke
Diesel engine developing 200 hp. at 440 r. p. m.
It uses as fuel, coal tar injected directly into the
cylinders without the use of air. The results of
a month's records on branch line service on a 46
mile section show an average fuel consumption of
.043 lb. per ton mile, which includes the fuel used
in switching, supplying compressed air to the air
brake system, and recharging the batteries. The
trial runs were made on a branch of the Swiss
Federal railway system, and were reported to be
very satisfactory in every respect. This car
shows a remarkable saving in fuel over the or-
dinary electric train.
—Journal, Society of Automotive Engineers.
Professor Philip Fox, head of the Astronomy
Dept. of Northwestern University, has invented
an instrument with which measurements of the
sun's atmosphere can be made without waiting
for a solar eclipse. It is called a prism micro-
meter. Professor Fox's computations show the
depth of the hydrogen atmosphere as 4,000 miles
and the helium atmosphere 3,200 miles.
—Princeton News-Letter.
St. Louis.
BETTER LIGHTING NEEDED IN INDUSTRIAL
PLANTS.
In a paper read before the Illuminating Erigineering
Society, February, 1920, entitled, "A Survey of Industrial
Lighting in Fifteen States," R. 0. Eastman submitted
some very interesting data regarding the lighting condi-
tions in industrial institutions. The survey comprises some
446 institutions, in which lighting was considered by 55.4%
as being vitally important, and by 31.6% as being mod-
erately important, and by 13% as being of little im-
portance. Practically 58% considered that lighting was
as important as power in the operation of the plant, and
a small proportion would give more attention to lighting
than to anything else.
In considering the present condition of lighting as
found in the various plants, only 9% ranked as excellent,
about Vi ranked as good, 29% fair, 18.8% poor, 3.5% very
poor, and 7.8% partly good and partly poor. It was found
that the lighting in the offices was far superior to that in
the shops; 19% being excellent, 36% good, 31% fair, and
only 13% poor and none very poor.
On consulting the executives regarding what factors
were most important in considering lighting, the following
facts were revealed: Increase of production 79.4%, de-
crease of spoilage 71.1%, prevention of accidents 59.5%,
improvement of good discipline 51.2%, and improvement of
hygienic conditions 41.4%. Manufacturers who have good
lighting appreciated its value largely from the standpoint
of its stimulating effect upon output.
There is no question that any intelligent man who
carefully considers the necessity for good lighting in an
industrial plant, will agree that it is impossible for a per-
son to do as good work, either in quality or quantity, in
poor light as in good light, but yet the result of a careful
analysis discloses the fact that only about 40% of indus-
trial plants are furnishing good light to their workers and
60% are operating under poor lighting. It is hard to
understand why such a proportion of concerns can be satis-
fied with a condition which is universally admitted to be a
curtailer of efficiency and a prolific causer of accidents.
The principal cause of this condition is that those in charge
of such establishments have not given the attention to
lighting that it demands. They do not know what consti-
tutes good lighting, and in their absorbing interest of
other factors of production have overlooked a vital one.
Every safety official should deeply interest himself in
the lighting of his plant and insist upon good lighting as
much as good goggles, good guards and other necessary
accident prevention equipment. Every production manager
should insist upon good lighting because the efficiency of
the working force is increased by the condition of the light-
ing furnished. The plant physician should examine the
lighting, for eye strain and eye fatigue are directly affected
by poor lighting, as is the hygienic condition. Well lighted
plants are invariably cleaner than poor lighted places.
Plants equipped with Factrolite Glass in all windows are
well lighted.
If you are interested in the distribution of light
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory
Report--"Factrolited."










EVENTY-TWO years ago, in 1851, me-
chanics knew that a hardened shaft would
outwear a soft one. Yet the hardening
process distorted shafts enough to make them
useless; and straightening was not a satisfactory
method of remedying the distortions.
By 1852, however, a lathe was in use whose
spindle bearings had been hardened and ground.
These ground bearings are the first evidences
of cylindrical grinding.
The unknown discoverer of grinding used an
iron wheel having a lead rim charged with
emery. This wheel, driven by an overhead belt,
was mounted on the tool post of a lathe.
As early as 1864 Brown & Sharpe were build-
ing grinding machines of the lathe type. In
1868, Joseph R. Brown designed the Universal
Grinding Machine which appeared at the Cen-
tennial Exposition in 1876.
From these beginnings the Brown & Sharpe
line has grown to include 18 sizes of grinding
machines—Universal, Plain, Crankshaft, surface,
Tool and Cutter. These high-grade machines
are noted for their accuracy and capacity for
producing work of the highest quality.
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
Providence, R. I., U. S. A.
192.3 Brown dt'' Sharpe No. 3 Uriversal Grinding Machine.Centres take work to 12" in diameter, 40 in length.
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We Carry a full line of
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An Honest -To - Goodness
NICKLES WORTH
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STAR BARBER SHO
1274 Lafayette Ave.
"A BARBER SHOP WHERE YOU
GET THE BEST OF SERVICE"
IN THE HEART OF
TWELVE POINTS






We have the best equipped shop in
the city for electrical trouble
JOHN S. COX
222 S. Seventh St. Terre Haute, Ind.
SWOPE -NEHF,
BLOOMER CO.
Headquarters for Fraternity Emblems
Pins, Rings and Medals
All Repair Work Done in Our Own
Shop by Expert Workman







For the man who is on "the
upgrade" in his chosen vo-
cation—who wishes to look
the part—in style, yet digni-
fied - quiet, yet with the snap
that the man himself has—
we know no better suits than
those superbly tailored by the
STEIN - BLOCH Company,






"We Can Do It"
1339-41 MAIN STREET
Phone Wabash 377
WHEN YOU WRECK' EM
2e THE ROSE TECHNIC
STRAW HATS
ALL SHADES ALL BRAID
$2.50 to $4.50 PANAMAS $6.00
MEET ME BAREHEADED
BILL CODY
715 WABASH AVE. TERRE HAUTE








































Indiana Blue Print Company.
Frank, Max, Shoes.
American and Orpheum Theatres.
Gillis Drug Company.
















U. S. Ball Bearing Co.
National Bay State Shoe Co.
Hercules Powder Co.
American Sheet and Tinplate Co.
PATRONIZE THEM
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Freitag Weinhardt & Co.
Opposite Hotel Deming
30-32 North 6th St.






The materials; the style; the
comfort; the wear—that is
built into every pair of Walk-
Over Shoes is the very best
that can be produced by good
shoemaking—no exception, at
every price you pay. That is
why they lead all others.
Walk-Overs have been made
for more than sixty years over
a standard that permits no
varying from good shoemak-
ing.
CHENEY'S
WALK - OVER BOOT SHOE
651 Wabash Avenue
Get Your Hair Cut at
KRAMER'S BARBER
SHOP
SANITARY THRU AND THRU
Get it at
BUNTIN'S






OTHERS $25 to $50
There here - - Fine Fits, Fine
Quality, Fine Style, Long
Wear, and Stuningly Smart






Satisfaction Guacanteed or Money Refunded
All Matters Relating to
Patents and Trade Marks
ARTHUR M. HOOD
Rose '93
908 Hume - Mansur Building
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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INTERSTATE SALVAGE CO.
New Location New Stock
Visit Our New Store
at N. E. Cor. 3rd and Wabash





GET YOUR OUTFIT FOR THIS
SUMMER'S VACATION TRIP
WE SAVE YOU MONEY
Interstate Salvage Co.
3rd & Wabash B. W. Roth, Mgr.
"THE BUSY CORNER"
PHONE DRESSER 500





GERGES MEYER CO., S.A.
FleXible Swiss Straws
The House of Foulkes Bros.
Hatters, Haberdashers and Clothiers














W. H. INSLEY, ROSE '00
President
A. C. RASMESSIN, '12
Chief Engineer
E. W. KLATTE '09
Asst. Chief Engineer
EVERY engineer should know APOLLO Best Bloom andApollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets, American Bessemer
and Open Hearth Steel Sheets; and KEYSTONE Copper Steel
Rust-resisting Black and Galvanized
We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS for all pur-
poses—Black Sheets. Gal vanized Sheets.
Corrugated Sheet.. Formed Roofing and
Siding Products, Galvanized Tank. Cul-
vert and Flume Stock, Special Sheets
for stamping, Stove and Range Sheets,
Automobile Sheets, Electrical Sheet..
Roofing Tin Plates. Bright Tin Plate.,
Black Plate, Etc. Sold by leading metal
merchants. KIEYSTONE quality (sot par-
ticular interest to you. Send for booklet.
AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
The University of Engineering
Of all the things that go to make the
successful engineer, none is more impor-
tant, nor more in step with the spirit of the
profession, than a studious attitude. One
man says about another—"he is always
willing to learn," "he doesn't think he
knows it all"—and he intends to pay a
high compliment when he says it.
The great engineers are always at
school, always learning, always seeking
for more knowledge. They begin with
this desire for fuller understanding, and
they keep it up to the end.
Any engineering operation, over and
above the primary purpose for which it is
carried out, is an active and post-gradu-
ate class in engineering, also. So that
Westinghouse, or any other great business,
is, of its very nature, a University where
theory and practice combine to make big-
ger, broader and more practical engineers.
The courses in this University are not
limited to prescribed subjects nor terms—
the subjects are almost infinite, and the
semesters are endless. Alen with the
weight of years on their shoulders work
and learn side-by-side with those whose
day has just dawned.
This post-graduate school fits men for
almost anything. Fits them for it, and
makes them continually fitter. Out of
this continuing fitness have grown the
engineering accomplishments on which
this institution has grown. It is, per-
haps, one of the great educational insti-






"NAR more strongly than most churches, this great tower of commerce bespeaks
the real spirit of Gothic architature--aspiring, rugged, virile—an inspiration
for the thinking, creating architect of today. Contradiaing the antiquarian, this
great tower declares that the spirit of Gothic architetture is a living, organic thing,
adaptable to modern problems of accommodation and engineering, and endowed
with a future as magnificent as is past.
Certainly modern invention--modern engineering skill and organization, will prove
more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future.
ELEV A TOR COMP A NY
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World
